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It started out of curiosity. Hannah learned edging had been the bimbo
downfall of two women she knew. Curious as to how a little edging could
change someone, she tries it. However, before Hannah realizes anything it
wrong, she is hooked. She tries to hide it from her husband, Tyler, but he
quickly figures out why his wife’s behavior is changing. And he is happy to
see it change, even going so far as to deny her so that she continues to
edge. How will Hannah change? Will she end up like the two women she
copied? How will Tyler guiding her transformation change the kind of
woman she wants to be? Find out in Edge and Deny. This is a 6,600-word
bimbo transformation story. It is the third book in the On the Edge Series.
You won't find Casanova in these pages. These alpha males take what is
theirs and use their women hard for their own pleasure. Grinding, thrusting,
pounding, sweaty, panting-for-air, body-shaking encounters that leave
more than a few marks!
A girls weekend at the beach turns strange when a piece of space debris
falls from the sky. Little does anyone realize that this space debris will
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change their lives forever. Wendy isn’t headed home like her friends. She
plans to stay another night at the coast so she can attend a concert at a
local casino. But as she waits for the concert at a local dive bar, she runs
into Liam, one of the government men who took the space debris away.
And as it turns out, she loves hearing about Liam’s views of what makes a
perfect woman. Will Wendy manage to avoid the fate of her friends and
avoid becoming Liam’s fantasy woman? What kind of woman does Liam
want her to be? Will Wendy find happiness in her new life? Find out in The
Perfect Woman. This is a 6,500-word bimbo transformation story. It is the
fourth book in the Perfection Series.
Sonja has been tasked with finding a special woman. This woman must be
a perfect vessel for the Goddess that resides within the Icon of the Eqo.
She travels all over looking for this woman, enjoying her bimbofied life
along the way. And when Sonja finally finds this woman, Sandy Peters, she
must persuade the woman to come with her so that she can touch the Icon
as Sonja had before her. Only when Sandy touches the sculpture, she will
become more than just a bimbo. She will transform into the bimbo queen.
This short story is 7,300 words long. It is the third book in the Soul Swap
Series.
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A Bimbo Transformation Novella
Corrupted
A Bimbo Transformation Novel
Scent of Bimbo
Real Love Leaves Marks!
Tamara sees the writing on the wall. Life for the next few months, or even longer, will not be the
same. There will be no going out, no parties, no social events. Even work lives will be disrupted.
Tamara has long wanted to be a bimbo, but now she sees her chance to make that dream a
reality. Step-by-step, she has a plan. What kind of bimbo will Tamara become? And how will
she make her bimbo debut? Find out in The Bimbo Behind the Mask. This 10,000 word short
story contains physical and mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual acts,
breast enlargement and various other body augmentations. This story has strong adult content
and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the story are 18
or older.
Katrina has a new assignment at work. Her task is to develop a perfume for the company to sell
as it diversifies its product offerings. With no perfume experience, Katrina must take a crash
course in developing scents for women. However, something starts to happen to Katrina as she
continues to work with all these new chemicals. First her thoughts start to change, becoming
more interested in men. And it only gets worse from there as her body and mind transform. But
what will Katrina transform into? Will she turn into a bimbo or something else entirely? And
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will she be able to figure out the cause of her changes before it’s too late? Find out in Bimbo
No. 5. This short story is 8,200 words long. It is the first book in the Bimbo Perfume Series.
Sara meets with her friend Melissa after several months of absence. She is shocked to discover
Melissa has turned herself into a bimbo. It seems so unlike her. However, Melissa is excited to
explain how she ended up the way she now is. She tells Sara all about edging and how much
better her life is now. She even offers to demonstrate. Sara can’t see the harm, but as soon as
she tries an edging session she is hooked. Will Sara manage to hold onto her identity as she
edges or will she turn herself into a bimbo like Melissa? Will Sara’s husband support her or will
he find her new obsession a problem for their marriage? Find out in Edge Together. This is a
5,900-word bimbo transformation story. It is the second book in the On the Edge Series.
A girls weekend at the beach turns strange when a piece of space debris falls from the sky. Little
does anyone realize that this space debris will change their lives forever. Paula returns home and
tells her husband, Oliver, all about what happened. But Oliver knows something about the space
debris. He knows Paula was likely exposed to a specific kind of radiation that can have side
effects on people exposed to it. As they sit together after her return, he tells her about his perfect
wife. Will Paula manage to avoid the fate of her friends and avoid becoming her husband’s
fantasy woman? What kind of woman does Oliver want to be married to? Will Paula find
happiness in her new life? Find out in The Perfect Wife. This is a 7,600-word bimbo
transformation story. It is the third book in the Perfection Series.
A Bimbo Transformation Anthology
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Fitting In
Bimbo Bee Volume 2
Forbidden Obsession
Bimbo Takeover Omnibus
Technology has long played a role in the bimbo fiction genre, making it a common
alliance of adult fantasy and science fiction. Bimbo Technology includes nine
short stories that use technology in the bimbo transformation process. The Trade
Stolen Prototype A Bimbo Set Up Lost and Found Heads Up Display The Implant
Keep Calm And… Transfer Complete Clockwork Bimbo This collection of stories
totals over 16,000 words. It contains physical and mental transformations with
descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement and various other body
augmentations. This anthology has strong adult content and should not be
viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the stories are 18
or older. The first eight stories of Bimbo Technology originally appeared on
elsewhere before appearing in this anthology. Those stories have been edited for
an improved reading experience. Clockwork Bimbo is a new story that has never
appeared anywhere else.
Summer is excited for her upcoming month-long vacation with her boyfriend. But
she is also a pragmatist and decides she should have a physical before leaving,
just to make sure she is in tip top shape. However, Summer visits Dr. Scott, a man
she does not suspect actually works at the Bimbo Ward. It is a doctor’s
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appointment she will never forget and her life will be forever changed. When she
is done, Summer will better match her name. Using the technology of the Bimbo
Ward, Summer finds herself on the path toward bimbodom. But what kind of
bimbo will she be? How will her newfound bimboness affect her vacation with her
boyfriend? Find out in Summer. This is a 8,200-word bimbo transformation story.
It is the first book in the A Bimbo for All Seasons Series.
Six bimbo transformation stories all in one place. Read Sadie Thatcher’s favorite
stories from the year 2020. It might not have been an ideal year, but there have
been a few good things that have come from it. And that includes some terrific
bimbo and gender transformation fiction. Enjoy three short stories, two novellas,
and a novel all in one place. Inheritance Wishing for Each Other Ember and the
Bimbo Bee Second Chance A Helping Hand (TG) Letters to Bimbo Claus This
collection of stories totals over 113,000 words. It contains physical and mental
transformations with descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement and
various other body augmentations. On story also features a gender
transformation. This anthology has strong adult content and should not be
viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the stories are 18
or older. All six stories in this anthology have been published under their own
names, but this is the first time they have appeared together in one place. The
stories are organized in the order in which they were published.
Barbi is a bimbo cheerleader. However, it is not enough for her to be a bimbo. She
wants all of her cheerleader teammates to become bimbos too. And she does just
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that, using cheer practice to turn the cheer squad at Kinnock University into her
own bimbo army. No man and few women can get in Barbi’s way now. However,
one cheerleader is missing from practice. Barbi’s best friend, Candace, is stuck in
class and unable to be there for the most important moment in Kinnock
cheerleading history. Will Barbi manage to track down Candace and turn her into
a bimbo before Candace manages to blow the whistle on the whole operation?
Find out in Bimbo Takeover: Teammates. This 8,600 word short story contains
physical and mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual acts,
breast enlargement and various other body augmentations. This story has strong
adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the story are 18 or older.
Bimbo Takeover: Teammates
The Sexualized Body and the Medical Authority of Pornography
Lawyer or Beach Bunny
Fiona and the Bimbo Bee
The Bimbo Behind the Mask

Claire is an archeologist researching a long lost civilization. Her holy grail is the lost Icon of
the Eqo, a small statue that has been lost for centuries and holds the secrets of the Eqo religion.
When she finds it, she can’t help but touch it. However, touching the Icon transfers ancient
magic into Claire’s body. Parts of her soul are swapped out, creating the catalyst that will
forever change her, transforming her into an ideal Eqo woman. What kind of woman will Claire
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become? Will she be able to stop the transformation? Will she even want to? Find out in
Goddess Within. This short story is 5,100 words long. It is the first book in the Soul Swap Series.
It’s Sarah’s big day. She is about to marry the man of her dreams. But after she gave a gag gift
to her friend Amanda at a bachelorette party, resulting in the bimbofication of her friend, Sarah
is about to get her just desserts. The bimbofied Mandi sneaks into the bridal suite and replaces
Sarah’s underwear with the magic panties. Sarah does not recognize the panties and by the time
she understands what is happening to her as she dresses for the wedding, it is already too late.
Her body transforms, along with her gown to fit her bimbofied form, along with her mind,
turning her into every bit the bimbo. Will Sarah mange to reverse her bimbofication? Will her
fiancé even go through with the wedding once he sees the new her? And can she go the whole
day without someone achieving sweet release? Find out in Beneath the Gown. This short story is
5,800 words long. It is the second book in the Bridal Bimbo Series.
Brooke has a dream to be a bimbo. It was a dream she thought she had kept hidden from
everyone. But when she wakes up in a strange place called the Bimbo Room, she finds herself on
a path to make that dream come true. There is only one rule about the Bimbo Room. Only a
bimbo may leave. Brooke finds her body and mind being trained to become the bimbo of her
dreams. Her whole past life means nothing as she develops new habits and new skills that will
serve her in her future role as a bimbo housewife. But no training program is easy. There is no
magic pill or piece of technology that can turn Brooke into a bimbo instantaneously. Instead,
she must work hard to change herself so that she can leave the Bimbo Room and begin her new
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life. Will Brooke manage to fulfill her bimbo dreams or will she flunk out of the Bimbo Room?
Find out in The Bimbo Room. This novel is a bimbo transformation story. It contains
descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations including breast enlargement. This
story has strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the following story are 18 or older.
Kristen knows she doesn't fit in. The company New Year's Eve party makes that perfectly clear.
All the women but her are fully glammed up. But Kristen finds her world begin to change when
Blake Worthington, the company Vice President, asks her out on a date. It's only coffee, but it is
completely unexpected. However, as soon as the date is set, Kristen finds herself making friends
with two women on the bimbo spectrum, secretaries for the other Vice Presidents. They
recommend Kristen visit a special salon before she goes on her date. They promise her it will be
worth it, that it will help her fit in. Will Kristen and Blake hit it off? Will Kristen find herself
changing to meet new demands placed on her? Will she embrace a bimbo outlook? Find out in
Fitting In. This novel is a bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions of masturbation,
oral sex and body alterations including breast enlargement. This story has strong adult content
and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the following
story are 18 or older.
Bimbo Queen
Sissy: Harley's Guide to Becoming a Better Sissy Boi Bimbo F**ktoy
Best of Friends
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His Bimbo Girlfriend
Bimbo Roots

Shelly has moved across the country, giving up her lucrative law practice, so that she can
follow her husband, Darren, as he get his dream job. She fully intends to continue practicing
law, just as soon as she passes the Bar exam in her new state. However, everything
changes when she attends one of Darren’s work parties and is introduced to the wonderful
perfume fragrance Forbidden Obsession. Shelly’s transforms as she goes from a smart and
capable lawyer to a woman whose interests lie in the bedroom, or any other room she can
get it, with her body following along. Will Shelly manage to pass the Bar exam? Will she
even take it? Or will she find that a life spent on her knees as her husband’s bimbo wife to
be a better outcome? Find out in Forbidden Obsession. This short story is 6,100 words long.
It is the third book in the Bimbo Perfume Series.
Abby is running from her past. She left home and moved across the country after she found
out a marriage had been arranged for her. That marriage would have expected her to be a
bimbo trophy wife to a man she did not know and certainly did not love. Instead, Abby finds
a new path for herself, one in which she fights for the downtrodden and supports protest
movements to expand civil rights and bring equal justice to all. However, four years after
moving away, Abby finds her past come back to haunt her. When her boyfriend, Xander,
proposes, the family heirloom engagement ring has the power to return Abby to her roots.
She suddenly finds her life radically changing as she turns into the woman she hated. Will
Abby lose herself in her new life as a bimbo trophy wife or will some small part of her
survive to keep fighting for justice? Find out in Bimbo Roots. Note: This story contains
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politics and support for the Black Lives Matter movement. It was originally written for a
Tumblr-based multi-author bundle to raise money for organizations that support equality
and justice for black Americans and against police brutality. This 6,300 word short story
contains physical and mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual acts,
breast enlargement and various other body augmentations. This story has strong adult
content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in
the story are 18 or older.
Between Tricia and Bianca, Tricia is the boring one. When it comes to being fashionable,
Bianca is the one who turns heads. But when the pair attend a special spa and salon day
together, everything changes. Tricia is awoken to a world she never understood before. It
starts simply. Tricia gets a few beauty enhancements and help in picking out a new outfit to
highlight her body rather than hide it. But that first step is all she needs to get hooked.
Seeing her reflection in the mirror soon becomes and addiction and Tricia wants more. How
far will Tricia go as she embarks on a journey to become a bimbo? Is it even possible to go
too far? Find out in Awakening. This short story is 8,750 words long.
Blair believes she is moving up in the corporate world when she is offered a position directly
under the Chief Financial Officer, acting as the lead accountant in a new division. But her
new role requires her to use the new perfume the company has developed. That perfume
has transformative effects on women. It bimboizes them, at least to a degree. Before she
knows it, Blair’s body has transformed with big tits and so much more. And her mind has
changed too. She is no longer the meek and innocent Blair that she was before. But when
her boss gives her a candle with the same scent as the perfume, everything changes. What
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will happen to Blair? Will she be able to maintain her job as an accountant or will she need
to give that up for a different kind of life? Will she even understand what has happened to
her? Find out in Scent of Bimbo. This short story is 8,000 words long. It is the second book in
the Bimbo Perfume Series.
Summer
Edge Together
Bridal Bimbo Omnibus
Bimbo Technology
A New Kind of Passion

A girls weekend at the beach turns strange when a piece of space
debris falls from the sky. Little does anyone realize that this
space debris will change their lives forever. Mercedes doesn’t
really know what she wants in life. She has a great boyfriend
who she thinks might be close to proposing, but she’s not sure.
She has a job she enjoys, but she’s not sure if she likes it
enough to turn it into a career. But all that changes when she
finds out her boyfriend has a thing for blonde bimbos and then
she wakes up a day later as his fantasy woman. Will Mercedes
manage to get return to her previous life or will she embrace
this new version of herself? Will her boyfriend propose? And can
she even manage being a bimbo? Find out in The Perfect
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Engagement. This is a 11,200-word bimbo transformation story. It
is the second book in the Perfection Series.
Lucy has dreams of becoming a professional artist. Fresh out of
college, she is hoping to begin selling her art before she needs
to buckle down and get a real job. But when she gets the offer
to become an artist in residence at a local gallery, the offer
seems too good to be true. Part of the contract requires her to
get the implant, a device that can change a person in body and
mind. Lucy has already watched her roommate, Crystal, fall
victim to the implant, turning herself into a complete bimbo.
She does not want the same for herself, but she can’t turn down
such a prestigious offer. Going through with the procedure, Lucy
wants to become a better artist, but with each passing day her
body changes dramatically. And every time she tries to think
about it, a mantra runs through her head: “Be art, not smart.”
Will those words come to define the woman Lucy slowly becomes?
Will she manage to hold onto her artistic self? Will she come to
see being a bimbo is better? Find out in Be Art, Not Smart. This
is a 10,300-word bimbo transformation story. It is the third
book in the Implant Series.
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Natalya works in cyber security. She is paid to hack company
networks to test for vulnerabilities. It’s a job she is good at.
However, on her most recent hack, Natalya discovers information
about a revolutionary new fruit that has the power to completely
transform people, in body and in mind. Most of the case studies
involved turning women like herself into bimbos, but Natalya has
other ideas of how the fruit can be used. Finding the
information is one thing, but obtaining a sample is a whole
other process, one that Natalya excels at. What’s more, she has
a plan. She and a coworker had always had crushes on each other.
Now is her time to act. But when the CEO gets involved, Natalya
is faced with a choice of epic proportions. Will Natalya choose
to transform herself to be with the man she has a crush on or
will she instead choose to give herself a life of luxury with
the CEO? What will she need to give up to live the life of her
dreams? Find out in The Hacker. This novella is a bimbo
transformation story. It is the third book in the Office Bimbo
Series.
Aidan has made the discovery of a lifetime. The multiverse is
not only real, but he has devised a way to tap into other
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universes and bring an aspect of that universe into this one.
He’s tested it twice, but he knows he needs to share this power
so that it doesn’t corrupt him. Bianca works in a lab next to
Aidan’s. She is smart and capable. And Aidan chooses her to join
him, sharing this incredible power with her. However, to get her
on his side, he must change her, linking them together in ways
he never could have imagined. Then when he demonstrates the
machine on her, she is not the only one who changes. They both
become corrupted. How far will Aidan and Bianca go? What will he
change about them? Will they get to keep their incredible power
over the universe or will they lose it all? Find out in
Corrupted. This short story is 6,200 words long. It is the third
book in The Multiverse Series.
A Gender Transformation Bimbo Story
Honeymoon Surprise
The Hacker
Performing Sexual Liberation
The Perfect Engagement

Trina is at a crossroads in her life. Nearing the end of her time at
Thatcher College, she is looking to make the next steps with an
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internship at a private therapy practice and eventually graduate school.
However, when she is turned down for an internship because her
potential boss, Eric, has the hots for her, she is not sure what to do.
After arranging for another internship, Trina takes Eric up on the offer of
a date and she finds herself quickly falling for him. However, Eric has a
secret. Not only does he specialize in therapy for women with bimbo
fetishes, he admits that he has a bimbo fetish too. Trina begins to
explore the bimbo life, using the products and audio files available on
Eric's website without telling him. However, she finds new meaning for
her life as she descends the rabbit hole. Will Trina manage to maintain
her identity or will she become no more than a bimbo trinket for Eric to
play with? Find out in His Bimbo Girlfriend. This novel is a bimbo
transformation story. It contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex
and body alterations, including breast enlargement. This story has strong
adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18.
All characters found in the following story are 18 or older.
The official Mistress Harley sissy How to guide is finally here. Learn all
the secrets to actually becoming a real gurl. Leave your male past behind
and emulate the greatest woman ever. Millions have already leaned these
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secrets from the Mistress and now you can join their ranks.
Six bimbo transformation stories all in one place. Read Sadie Thatcher's
favorite stories from the year 2020. It might not have been an ideal year,
but there have been a few good things that have come from it. And that
includes some terrific bimbo and gender transformation fiction. Enjoy
three short stories, two novellas, and a novel all in one place. Inheritance
Wishing for Each Other Ember and the Bimbo Bee Second Chance A
Helping Hand (TG) Letters to Bimbo Claus This collection of stories
totals over 113,000 words. It contains physical and mental
transformations with descriptions of various sexual acts, breast
enlargement and various other body augmentations. On story also
features a gender transformation. This anthology has strong adult
content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the stories are 18 or older. All six stories in this
anthology have been published under their own names, but this is the
first time they have appeared together in one place. The stories are
organized in the order in which they were published.
Be sure to watch out for Bimbo Bees. The sting from a bimbo bee only
hurts for a short time, but the venom has the power to turn women into
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bimbos. With each orgasm, the woman becomes more and more bimbolike, in both body and mind. Will Desiree, Ember, or Fiona manage to hold
onto the women they once were or will they embrace their new bimbo
urges and give themselves over to their new realities? Find out in Bimbo
Bee: Volume 2. This multi-story volume includes three Bimbo Bee
stories. Desiree and the Bimbo Bee Ember and the Bimbo Bee Fiona and
the Bimbo Bee This special edition contains the first three Bimbo Bee
stories, totaling over 53,000 words. These stories contain physical and
mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual acts, breast
enlargement and various other body augmentations. This book has strong
adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18.
All characters found in the story are 18 or older.
Bimbo.TV Omnibus
Beneath the Gown
I Don't Like It Gentle
The Bimbo Room
Best Bimbos of 2020
Katie finds herself checking out her friend Jacki’s new worksite, a
salon and piercing parlor. And with them being the best of friends,
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Jacki offers some free services. She uses the pressure of being a
caring friend to push Katie into trying something new, like a new
hair color and a new piercing. But the piercing does more than just
provide a home for jewelry. It changes Katie to her core. And when
it comes time to touch up her roots, Katie finds herself once again
pressured to try something new. Will Katie manage to find herself
among all the changes to herself? Or will she succumb to the
pressure and adopt a new lifestyle, becoming a bimbo, just like her
friend? Find out in Best of Friends. This short story is 8,600 words
long. It is the first book in the Interchangeable Series.
Winning a contest is often a chance for celebration. But when the
winning prize is a free television with the Bimbo.TV app already
installed, it gets even better. Once intelligent and motivated
women find themselves transformed into bimbos, all because they
decided to watch the latest and greatest streaming app. Enjoy the
Bimbo.TV Series in one omnibus edition. Read the stories of two
women who find themselves living transformed lives after watching
a little TV. The Bimbo.TV Series is a three-book series, including the
following books: Bimbo Vision Spiral Rerun
Isabel is passionate about activism and making the world a better
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place. She has big plans to drive the national conversation around
gender equality and women’s rights. But as a college freshman, she
still needs the guidance of others to help define her future path.
That is why Isabel visits Raymond Paris, a professional career
counselor who can help her define her future. However, what Isabel
doesn’t know is Mr. Paris works for the Bimbo Ward. And he knows
just the kind of person Isabel should be to fulfill her true purpose in
life. Using the technology of the Bimbo Ward, Isabel finds herself on
the path toward bimbodom. But what kind of bimbo will she be?
What career will Mr. Paris help her pursue? Find out in A New Kind
of Passion. This is a 9,000-word bimbo transformation story. It is
the second book in the Career Counseling Series.
It all started as a revenge plot between rival universities. After
Kinnock University beat Thatcher College in football, the Thatcher
cheerleaders, with the help of various people on campus, device a
plan to turn the Kinnock cheerleaders into bimbos. However, no
revenge plot is complete without some unexpected occurrences.
And that is exactly what happens. Suffice it to say, it is not only the
Kinnock University cheerleaders who turn into bimbos. The rivalry
between the two schools will never be the same again. How? Find
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out in Bimbo Takeover Omnibus. This omnibus edition of Bimbo
Takeover features all four books in the series. It contains physical
and mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual
acts, breast enlargement and various other body augmentations.
This story has strong adult content and should not be viewed by
anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the story are 18
or older.
How to Guide on Becoming the Barbie Gurl of Every Alpha Males
Dream
The Perfect Wife
Awakening
A Bimbo Transformation Story
Bimbo No. 5
Emily and Conrad’s honeymoon is off to a bad start. Emily’s luggage has been lost on the way
to the tropical island resort where they are planning to spend the whole week together. But the
resort has an emergency suitcase filled with clothes Emily can wear for just this type of
situation. However, among the clothing items in the suitcase is a previously left behind pair of
thong panties. And these are magical panties that have the power to turn the wearer into a
bimbo. What will happen to Emily when she puts the thong on? What will her husband think of
her transformation? Will Emily’s life ever be the same again or will she live out the rest of her
life as a bimbo? Find out in Honeymoon Surprise. This short story is 6,500 words long. It is the
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third book in the Bridal Bimbo Series.
Autumn is visiting Ward B to have a nasty bruise on her arm checked out by a doctor. They
see all sorts of people, including those who don’t have insurance. However, Autumn has no
idea that Ward B is better known as the Bimbo Ward, a special ward that focuses on turning
women into bimbos. It is this visit with Dr. Scott that she will never forget and her life will be
forever changed. When she is done, Autumn will better match her name. Using the technology
of the Bimbo Ward, Autumn finds herself on the path toward bimbodom. But what kind of
bimbo will she be? How will her newfound bimboness affect her life and career? Find out in
Autumn. This is a 7,100-word bimbo transformation story. It is the second book in the A Bimbo
for All Seasons Series.
It all starts with a gag bachelorette party gift, but it turns out that gift can have ripple effects for
everyone. Something so small and simple as a pair of thong panties can magically transform
women into an ultra-feminine form. And it all seems to happen during wedding season. Once
intelligent and motivated women, find themselves transformed into bimbos, all because of
magic panties. Not even the original gift giver is immune from the effects. And along the way,
women find themselves preferring to live as a bimbo wife, regardless of their past jobs and
beliefs. Enjoy the Bridal Bimbo Series in one omnibus edition. Read the stories of three women
who find themselves living transformed lives after wearing the magic panties. The Bridal Bimbo
Series is a three-book series, including the following books: Bachelorette Beneath the Gown
Honeymoon Surprise
Fiona is on a road trip west to California. However, her trip seems to get stalled when her car
breaks down in the middle of Texas. To make matters worse, she is stung by a bee as she
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tries to assess the damage to her car. Unbeknownst to Fiona, the bee is a bimbo bee. The
venom interacts with her body each time she orgasms, setting her on the path toward
bimbodom. Fiona does not know what is happening, but after each orgasm, she becomes
more interested in another, creating a loop that is hard to break. Without a cell signal to call for
help, Fiona ends up hitchhiking to the nearest town. Then once she learns her car is toast, she
decides to continue hitchhiking her way to California, first with the help of several truckers and
then with other people she happens to meet along the way. Will Fiona succumb to her new
bimbo desires? Will she make it to California as planned? Will her bimbo adventure take her
life in an entirely different direction? Find out in Fiona and the Bimbo Bee. This novella is a
bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body
alterations, including breast enlargement. This story has strong adult content and should not
be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the following story are 18 or
older.
Goddess Within
Edge and Deny
Silly Bimbo Volume 2
The Perfect Woman
The Perfect Girlfriend

It was supposed to be an easy day at the office. I had a tuneup scheduled for an
already bimbofied client. But then Nick Davis walked into my life, wanting to sue
my former partner and now bimbofied secretary. I couldn’t let that stand. But as it
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turns out, Nick doesn’t like his life as a lawyer and I have an alternative for him.
But that alternative requires he transform himself from boring lawyer into a beach
bunny bimbo. I can’t wait to perform another male to female bimbo
transformation. But can I keep the law off my back as I remake Nick into Nikki?
Find out in Lawyer or Beach Bunny. This short story is 8,000 words long. It is the
second book in the B.I.M.B.O.S. Series.
A girls weekend at the beach turns strange when a piece of space debris falls from
the sky. Little does anyone realize that this space debris will change their lives
forever. Sofia, a bookish nerd returns home to her boyfriend after a long weekend.
But rather than talk about her time away, she feels compelled to find out about his
fantasy of a perfect girlfriend. Waking up the next morning, Sofia discovers that her
mind and body have changed, becoming the fantasy woman her boyfriend had
talked about. Will Sofia manage to get return to her previous life or will she
embrace this new version of herself? What will her boyfriend do? And just what
kind of woman is his perfect girlfriend anyway? Find out in The Perfect Girlfriend.
This is a 8,200-word bimbo transformation story. It is the first book in the
Perfection Series.
Bimbos are known for being silly. So too are bimbo stories. With that in mind, Silly
Bimbo Volume 2 showcases what bimbos are and can be with all the twists and
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turns a Sadie Thatcher story brings. Story titles: Tour de Bimbo A Flaw in the Plan
Thotless Wish Impossible Claims This collection of stories totals over 12,000 words.
This edited collection examines pornography as a material practice that eroticises
gender inequality and sexual violence towards women. It addresses the complex
relationship between pornography and medicine (in particular, sexology and psychotherapy) whereby medicine has historically, and currently, afforded pornography
considerable legitimacy and even authority. Pornography naturalises women’s
submission and men’s dominance as if gendered power is rooted in biology not
politics. In contrast to the populist view that medicine is objective and rational, the
contributors here demonstrate that medicine has been complicit with the
construction of gender difference, and in that construction the relationship with
pornography is not incidental but fundamental. A range of theoretical approaches
critically engages with this topic in the light, firstly, of radical feminist ideas about
patriarchy and the politics of gender, and, secondly, of the rapidly changing
conditions of global capitalism and digital-technologies. In its broad approach, the
book also engages with the ideas of Michel Foucault, particularly his refutation of
the liberal hypothesis that sexuality is a deep biological and psychological human
property which is repressed by traditional, patriarchal discourses and which can be
freed from authoritarianism, for example by producing and consuming
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pornography. In taking pornography as a cultural and social phenomenon, the
concepts brought to bear by the contributors critically scrutinise not only
pornography and medicine, but also current media scholarship. The 21st century
has witnessed a growth in (neo-)liberal academic literature which is propornography. This book provides a critical counterpoint to this current academic
trend, and demonstrates its lack of engagement with the politics of the multi-billion
dollar pornography industry which creates the desire for the product it sells, the
individualism of its arguments which analyse pornography as personal fantasy, and
the paucity of theoretical analysis. In contrast, this book re-opens the feminist
debate about pornography for a new generation of critical thinkers in the 21st
century. Pornography matters politically and ethically. It matters in the real world
as well as in fantasy; it matters to performers as well as to consumers; it matters to
adults as well as to children; and it matters to men as well as to women.
Autumn
Be Art, Not Smart
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